
Powered by 12 200-amp hour batteries, this machine is everything you 
need it to be. It is designed to remove difficult material and built to 
operate on almost any jobsite.

National’s wide selection of tooling are designed to help this machine 
achieve optimal performance.  Extra Heavy-Duty Blades come in .250" 
and .187" thickness.  These will last forever and allow for significantly 
more re-sharpening over time.

The Tapered Wood Floor Shank is built with a longer shoe and allows for 
the shank to slide under tough materials more easily than other designs. 
Rent or Purchase from Safety Express (Financing Available, OAC).
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800-465-3898             safetyexpress.com

FEATURED PRODUCTS

Rent a 7700 Ride-on Scraper for your next project and 
see how this machine can save you time and money!

For more information contact your local Safety Express

SAVE 10% ON RENTAL IN MARCH

Offer valid until March 31st, 2023.

X Ergonomic design includes movable footpegs, taller handles, 
and an adjustable seat that allows for optimal operator comfort and the best possible line of sight.

X  Hinged hood system for easy-access maintenance

Comfort:

X Precise hydraulic steering for maneuvering in tight spaces, zero 
turn radius, and continuous torque for higher removal rates and 
greater productivity

X Quick-change swivel head blade holder

X Dual-lift, hydraulic slide plate adjusts blade pitch and angle for 
continuous contact with the floor; standard on the 7700

X AGM (Absorbed Glass Mat) batteries provide 100 percent power, 
speed, and torque for 90 percent of the batteries' run cycle

X Compact design fits through standard door frames 
and elevator doors

X Heavy-duty 3000 PSI wheel motors

X Nonmarking tires. Front caster wheels allow increased 
maneuverability in tight spaces

X LED light for increased visibility on the jobsite

Performance:

CLICK HERE TO
SEE IT IN ACTION

7700
RIDE-ON SCRAPER

https://safetyexpress.com/locations/
https://safetyexpress.com/scraper-ride-on-all-day-battery-weighted-machine/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FiES9NhKVCU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FiES9NhKVCU

